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                              MC for Machine Controls provides 
a single location for the distribution and management 
of saw configuration information, prioritization and 
workflow.  This information can be acquired directly 
from the computer design system or by any common 
upload procedures, and accessible from anywhere. 

OpsStream MC houses a queue of orders that gene-
rates specific work activity to your work cells.  Priority 
changes and reworks can be sequence into place 
automatically with simple data entry menus.

>    Import orders from an easy-to-learn, easy-to-
      operate order-entry system.

>    Run each order through a predefined sequence.

>    Support QA inspections and rework.

>    Deliver order information to a touch screen.

>    Allow sequencing of orders and support elevated 
      priorities while keeping all work cells in synch.

>    Provide real-time status of all orders.

>    Generate reporting, both real-time an analytic.

The Benefits to Your Operation:

>    Automated rules-based engine coordinates work orders 
      with priority ranking to simplify your order completion.

>    Synchronizes work flow across multiple cells to 
      eliminate bottlenecks, backups and lost inventory, 
      which ultimately translates into shorter production 
      time and greater profit.

>    Real-time priority adjustments accomodate rush orders 
      with minimal workflow disruption while keeping your 
      production line running smoothly.

>    Multiple reports provide valuable management 
      insight on work cell activity to track progress, 
      spot weaknesses and improve revenue.

                           MC Gives You Control To:

AUTOMATION MANAGING YOUR WORKFLOW

Add Brains To
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REPORTING:
Work completed
Time to completion
Direct labor cost/task
Rework tracking
Work in progress inventory
Scrap audits

MC Order Management


